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Local News
 

Winter Feast 
 

Winter feast will be held 
This February, 6th of 1016 ! 
Host: His Excellency Count 

Rossentrotter 
Location: County seat, Nightbourne 

 
Come one come all and celebrate with 

us the most glorious and noble 
warriors that fought to protect the 

Principality! 
 

In honor of all that stood tall to 
protect these lands, we invite you to 

a day of celebration and games! 
Table décor & secondary event theme: 

House Pride. 
 

For those without a house 
membership: 

You may represent Illveresh , or join 
One of the smaller houses group via 

their acceptance. 
Submit your request for a table via 

Baroness Kaliara Bastille. 
Each table seats 10, so set yours 

asap! 
 

To any and all that wish for there 
to be a fighter tourney included to 

the house games, please submit your 
interest via Baroness Kaliara 

Bastille. One champion per house 
encouraged and welcome! 

Games, ideas, vendors, or entertainers 
sign up today ! 

/group is needed. 
We also need a Tournament master 

to head the fighter challenges. 
 

Anyone wishing to assist in this 
years celebration, are wanted,  

 
Apple a Day 
 

An old witch was once again seen       
wandering through Ilveresh offering    
apples. The old woman, while     
seeming rather innocent, carried with     
her cursed fruit. She didn't harm      
anyone, and all those who ate her       
fruit seemed to do so of their own        
accord without coercion. They either     
did not seem to know that the apples        
were cursed, or they were brave      
enough to take the effects. 
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Some think the woman may not be a        
woman at all, but a spirit, as she        
seemed to disappear when in a      
threatening situation. Is she just a      
mischievous spirit wandering the    
land, or does she have more sinister       
motives? We may not know until      
next autumn when the veil grows      
thin again. Just be warned, if she       
offers an apple, beware the     
consequences! 
 

Goblin' up body parts 
 

Goblins were seen carrying around     
human body parts. What are these      
malicious little fiends up to? Where      
did they find these poor soul's      
appendages? Someone has to stop     
these terrors! 
 

Aligning Undead 
 

The Friday and Saturday nights of      
last moon's All Hallows festival     
were thick with undead, as expected.      
The townsfolk attempted to prepare     
for this inevitability for another year.  
Silver and magic weapons were     
abandonment, and even some of those      
new to the lands were able to able to         
get their hands on weapons effective      
against the nonliving. 

Ghouls, with paralyzing toxins, were     
rampant. Stronger skeletal hunters,    
who were able to catch adventurers      
and soldiers off guard, cut down and       
mortally wounded many trying to     
defend the town. Wraiths, which     

were able to fade in and out of a         
tangible form, seemed unaffected by     
anything but magics. 
 
Lord Fenric of House Chaos stalked      
the woods, slaying as many of the       
lifeless wretches as he could find.      
Even Lord Sir Arecon left his fort       
to help sustain those that needed it       
and dismiss the undead with his  

powerful magic. Other veterans were     
not as helpful; Jonas Brimblade     
spent most of his time sitting around. 
 

Shaman Searching 
 

Two bugbears wondered into town     
during the All Hallows ruckus in      
Ilveresh. The townsfolk, concerned    
with more pressing matters, did not      
seem as interested in the     
nonthreatening bugbears. After   
getting an interpreter, it was     
discovered that they were looking for      
their shaman and would not leave      
until they were convinced that he      
was not in town. Without weapons      
they were allowed to search through      
town, and after checking all their      
camps, were unable to find traces of       
their shaman. 
 
Unhappy with the outcome but     
satisfied with their search, they left      
peacefully. They attacked no one and      
left saying that they may return      
again to seek help if they were       
unable to find their shaman. Some of       
the knights agreed they were not to       
be executed because they were in no       
way attempting to attack and were      
peaceful the whole search. 
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Shady Circle Summoning 
 

Pentagrams were found at all major      
houses and encampments during the     

All Hallows  
festival in  
Ilveresh. It's  
unknown how  
or when they   

appeared, but they seemed to be      
drawing the undead to the areas. An       
attempt to disrupt and destroy them      
was made, but unfortunately they     
were not able to be stopped because       
they had already been activated. 
 
It is unknown how they got there,       
but considering that the undead were      
drawn to them, it's very possible that       
a necromancer placed them there to 
draw the monsters into town. It is       
unknown if the summoner snuck into      
Ilveresh to draw the pentagrams or      
if they frequent the town. If you       
have any info on who is responsible       
for drawing these pentagrams,    
contact a knight immediately. 
 

An AssORCment of Trouble 
 

Late afternoon Ilveresh was    
attacked by a band of orcs. This is        
not unusual, except that some of the  

orcs were strangely colored. Instead     
of the normal medium green skin, a       

few were dark green, and a few more        
still were nearly black. There was not       
much indication as to why these orcs       
were different colors. Reports say the      
black orcs were a little tougher and       
hardier than normal, but otherwise     
did not seem different.The attacking     
orcs, which interrupted the Bladefire     
tournament, were put down by the      
townspeople quickly. 
 

The Crimson Insurgent 
 

A group of skilled undead hunters      
were put under a curse while stalking       
skeletons this All Hallows.    
Unfortunately, this curse made them     
see all living as dead, and they       
unknowingly slayed civilians in    
several towns before being brought     
down in Ilveresh. Onlookers said the      
men seemed frightened and cautious,     
and even attacked a guard who      
surrendered to them. 

Upon being knocked unconscious and     
then risen again with a healing spell       
and first aid, the men remembered      
everything, but could not believe that      
they had attacked innocent civilians.     
They insisted still that what they      
saw was hordes of undead. There is       
currently an investigation going on     
by Dame Aria. Any information or      
attempts to help find the culprits of       
the curse should contact her. 
 

Are We Boned? Necromancers    
escapes 
 

The necromancers responsible for    
raising the horde of undead on All       
Hollows is still at large. There is       
evidence to suggest that there were      
several working together with the     
sheer intensity and strength of the      
monsters. Necromacy magic becomes    
stronger as All Hallows approaches.     
Necromancy is illegal and punishable     
by death. 
 
If you know of any suspicious magic       
or see someone summoning undead, or      
even find an undead raising spell in a        
spellbook, inform a knight as once so       
they may arrest the perpetrator and      
put an end to illegal undead raising. 
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Novashan And World News
 

Deceit Knows No Bounds & Justice      
No Time Limitations 
By: Glen Deepfallow 
 

The night brings with it a blanket of        
cold air that helps to wash away the        
smells of the dead here at the front.  
 
Sir Relquest of the Prince’s guard      
can be seen from time to time       
amongst the men giving them solace      
for the loss of so many countrymen,       
neighbors, friends and kin. But it      
seems that none of that has cut so        
deep a wound as that of the deceit        
happening in the north. The loss of       
Baron Holbrook still weighs heavy     
here and mere mention of the subject       
brings both tears and burning anger      
that can be seen in the eyes of the         
individual. 
 
Jeb Smithy says; “You’ll see alright      
and soons enough to be betin on it.        
The purple prose actions of Baron      
Bear shall not go uncontested by the       
likes of the peoples of Narrdmyr and       
special not by the likes of His Grace        
Gilcrest and his knights of the Crest.       
It wasn’t but a pup’s age ago that  

the peoples of the north were given       
lands of their own by the kindness of        
the King and look nows whats they       
done to repay us. Me and the kin        
down here have learned of your name       
BARON BEAR (he said long and      
drawn out while holding his head to       
the star lit sky and yelling at the top         
of his voice). The Crimson     
Brotherhood shall fall soons enough     
and when that happens, we will turn       
back to the north. Back to OUR       
farms. Back to OUR homes. Back to       
OUR families. And now because of      
YOUR treachery, back FOR    
REVENGE!” 
 
As the cold night settles in, so does        
Sir Relquest. His command tent still      
a lit with torches and candles as he        
and his advisers pour over battle      
plans for the upcoming kiss of dawn’s       
light. No one knows how long the       
Crimson Brotherhood can keep up     
this fight but one thing is for certain        
in this reporter’s mind, the north may       
have their moment but the Kingdom      
south intend to get theirs “soons      
enough”. 
 

Mysterious Stranger 
By: Elmore Ghost 
 

The kingdom, which has fallen into      
disrepair, has brought stories of     
despair and derogation almost    
throughout its entirety. No one     
seems safe in these lands some still       
called home. True lawlessness has     
pervaded almost every habitable place.     
Yet a glimmer of hope remains.      
There is a woman, in true heroic       
fashion, stealing away those that     
might be kept as slaves and setting       
them free. She saves families from      
being torn apart and in a land beset        
by tragedy brings much joy. This      
heroin stays near the Dunsforth     
area, so stand strong and proud      
citizens of Dunsforth. For those     
readers who are slavers take care, she       
leaves none alive to continue their      
oppressive hand.  
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From Our Readers
 

Congratulations to Karigan, the    
winner of The Bladefire Tournament.     
May your arrows fly true and strike       
with justice. 
 
~Rumors from Wyndover~ 
 
All the young children are following      
a certain Elven Archer around town      
calling her the "Pretty Elf Lady" 
 
The Whispering Sword, a favorite     
drinking place for Mercenaries,    
Craftsmen and Shopkeepers was    
nearly torn down from the patrons      
when a one eyed Minstrel     
accidentally infused his music with     
the Mayhem of his Bard Song and       
his feelings 
 
There's an old man running about      
town play tricks and pranks on      
everyone. 
 
The King of the Luck has made a        
triumphant return in force with a      
crew of hardy spear-men. What a      
sight to see them standing diligent      
on the trail with their weapons at       
the ready to stop an attack in town,        
or coming aid when not fortifying the  

house Silverleaf. We hope to see      
King Lucky arrive again soon to      
spread his much needed happy cheer      
to our sullen swamp. 
 
Here Ye, Hear Ye, The most noble       
Lord Mayor of Ilveresh does invite      
and grant upon thee good wishes and       
tidings that you and yours shall join       
his Lordship and his Lordships’     
esteemed associates on Sunday the     
twenty second day of the month of       
November of the year one zero one       
and five of the Time of Man for        
practice upon the high trail in the       
well-traveled lands of Ilveresh. Test     
thy skills upon such weapons masters      
as the courageous Sir Miloc or      
choose a weapon from dagger to      
spear and see if thee can hold your        
own against the steadfast and cold      
calculated hands of Sir Navarr. Take      
to bow and cast arrows forth to see        
how your aim matches to other      
goodman of the area. The Head of       
the College of Heralds Lord Sir      
Aeracon shall be on hand to provide       
blazonry lessons so please bring forth      
your pageantry that it may be      
counted, measured and artistically    
rendered. To all, a good day! 

Our card for the Month of November       
is... 
 

The Knight of Pentacles 

 
Stalwart and dependable, the Knight     
of Pentacles represents a person who      
works hard toward their goal of      
material success and security. They     
can be bull-headed and stubborn, and      
can sometimes be a little     
single-minded as they charge toward     
their goals. However, the Knight of      
Pentacles can also be very patient,      
diligent, and protective. 
 
Combining the element of Fire with      
Earth, the Knight of Pentacles  
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becomes a patient but explosive force,      
often slow to act but fully committed       
once spurred into action. He brings      
with him the earthen gifts of      
strength and stamina, as well as the       
fiery gift of burning commitment to a       
cause. 
 
He asks that you never hold back; be        
completely engaged. 
 
The Birth of Lava Fraʊg  
by Briar Wood 
 

At each rebirth of Lava Fraʊg, he       
hears a lowly mortal proclaim, ‘That      
is not a frog, that’s a toad!’ But        
those are the mortals unaware of his       
legend. Lava Fraʊg predates any     
tales of the Phoenix, his fire plane       
brethren that receives all the acclaim      
and awareness from the mortals. The      
bird-like creature spreads its wings     
and glides to the heavens sending the       
mortals into a state of awe. Its voice        
beautiful in the flick and flutter of       
the flame. Lava Fraʊg, however, is      
the quiet warrior. 
 
There are no wide eyes and sense of        
awe for Lava Fraʊg as mortals are       
barely aware of his existence. His      
own voice hidden in ash as he  

watches in silence for his time to       
strike. He covers the lava that burns       
bright inside of him, so that no one        
may suspect that he is a creature       
greater than the Phoenix they love      
and adore. 
 
 
In the start of the spring when the        
air was cool and the rains fell heavy        
from the sky, a great fire had been        
built in a small run down village.       
The lands were always in a sense of        
struggle and the ground bore nothing      
for its people to live on as the blood         
of monsters had been split over      
centuries upon it and a dark curse       
clung invisible in the trees. Each      
house had been dark for some time,       
barely alive as its members traveled      
to far off places and lived in dreams,        
that held far duller existences, to      
relax from the turmoil they     
constantly experienced. 
 
As life came back to the dark and the         
people worked to rebuild the     
overgrown and decrepit dwellings,    
they set the old aflame in sacrifice to        
the new. One house, in their sacrifice,       
had built their flames so strong and       
so full of new energy that as the  

heavens split open to a great tempest       
the fire continued. A few house      
members watched in awe from the      
safety of their shelter, and laughed in       
the face of the storm that their fire        
would never die out. 
 
The next morning after the storm      
had left the rest of the town       
drenched and flooded, the ash of the       
great fire lay dry within the pit. The        
festival would start soon, in misery,      
as it had each year prior, so the        
members went to dig out the ash       
from the pit so they could continue       
to clean. An elf and her quiet friend,        
who had made the fire the day       
previous, set about their jobs as fire       
tenders, but as the ash was taken       
away, buried deep underneath it, they      
found a small creature. 
 
Freshly reborn, Lava Fraʊg was     
covered in his protective ashes. His      
mind still swirled with the     
magnificent heat that had summoned     
him forth. He gazed upon the elven       
faces but made no move. The quiet       
one picked him out of his ashen nest        
and set him aside on a bench. She        
assumed he was a toad, like any mere        
mortal might, and did not realize her  
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mistake until she tried to clean him       
off. It was then that the couple       
became aware of the rare gift they       
had found. 
 
Lava Fraʊg watched them closely     
for hours as they built another fire       
and fed it back to the heat that had         
won against the storm. He was      
appeased by their devotion to his      
element and his place of birth. He       
was further pleased by their     
insistence of spreading word of him,      
as they had recognized his greatness.      
So he decided that their house was       
now his and he would protect them       
from the evils of the land. 
 
And so the new era of Lava Fraʊg        
began. His tales will continue to be       
told throughout the depths of winter      
and you may find them again upon       
these pages as the new season springs       
forth with the new year. 
 
Noriscan Winter Wisdom 
-Percival Mason 
 

Small Norsican villages, both coastal     
and mainland, are tightly knit     
communities. Despite this, I was     
fortunate enough to be granted     
travelling privileges last winter and  

have been permitted to share my      
observations. Their fortified   
blood-bonds of kinship and    
indefatigable social ties increase the     
overall sense of well-being    
everywhere. With that being said,     
there are certainly lessons that can      
help anyone think differently about     
the colder weather; even us     
non-Norsicans. 
 
First, Norsican cultural customs    
often celebrate the things one can      
only do in the winter time. For       
instance, visits to certain ancestral     
memorial caves, many of which may      
only be reached when lakes and      
streams are frozen over. Perhaps in      
part due to the dangers involved, the       
experience felt sacred when I went      
hiking along icy pathways, wearing     
special sinew-netted snow-shoes to    
cross massive snow drifts to reach      
places of solitude in which to view       
the legendary Aurora Borealis. The     
vibrant colors instill an awe that      
words would fail to describe. 
 
On this visit I lacked the strength       
and conviction to climb up the snowy       
cliffs in order to ski down the large        
hills near the mountains only to  

repeat the process. The speed with      
which they move made my heart      
pound and my legs sore just by       
watching. 
 
Those local to the region could      
hardly wait for the prime hunting      
season to begin. Much time was spent       
in making preparations: sharpening    
axes, fletching arrows, waxing bow     
strings. Both the men and women of       
the land take great pride and joy in        
bringing the next generations out into      
the snow and cold to perform all       
sorts of tasks. One may be      
overwhelmed by the artistry of those      
who carve ice-forms or sculpt snow      
into various shapes. Some of the      
sculptures are used as target in      
games of skill, while others are me       
ceremonial in nature. 
 
The simple act of getting outside is       
known to them to be quite a mood        
booster, day and night. Norsicans     
keep going outside of their homes,      
regardless of whatever may be     
happening out there. There is an      
ancient Norsican adage that says     
"there is no such thing as bad       
weather, only bad clothing or furs."      
So, when you are going out into the  
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cold this winter, make sure to dress       
appropriately. 

More to come in the next article of        
The Mystic Quill 

 

 

Help Wanted
 

Wanted: The offices of the most noble       
Lord Mayor of Ilveresh doth seek out       
and desire those individuals whom     
show talent with the noteworthy     
ability to bind paper or parchments into       
books and tombs. Individuals possessing     
such aptitudes should inquire with the      
Lord Mayor of Ilveresh for a lucrative       
job opportunity. 
 
 

Here Ye, Hear Ye, The most noble       
Lord Mayor of Ilveresh is now seeking       
and recruiting individuals to perform     
tasks that are numerous and beyond the       
capabilities of the offices to keep in       
check and balance. These tasks of note       
and benevolence shall include, but by no       
means be limited to or strictly      
prohibitive of, such things as guard      
duties, light skirmishing, tracking,    
bounty collections, magic displays,    
recently  

deceased disposal, fire watch, bardic     
rhetoric, town crier, messenger, lighting     
town torches at the appropriate hour      
and other such activities in accordance      
due a station of relevant qualified or       
experienced individuals. Those party or     
parties interested shall make their     
presence known to us in person and in        
name documented for record in Ilveresh      
at the November festivities of 1015TM. 

 

OOC News
 

Article Follow-up 
 

Winter Feast - Contact BoD or Jen 
Blair for more information 
Apple A Day - Maria Kehoe or 
GM staff 
Goblin’ Up Body Parts - GM staff 
Shaman Searching - GM staff 
Shady Circle Summoning - GM 
staff 
An AssORCment of Trouble - GM      
staff 
Crimson Insurgent - GM staff 
Are we Boned? - GM Staff 
Deceit Knows No Bounds & Justice  

No Time Limitations - Tim Shafer 
Mysterious Stranger - Matt T 
Rumors from Wyndover - Dave     
Sullivan 
 
Attention: Learn how to swing an      
axe properly! Learn how to remove a       
tree without leaving a stump! These      
and other safety instructions /     
demonstrations can be had by seeking      
out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord Sir       
Aeracon). 
 
Play Master First Nathan Niemi 

PM Staff Brian Fields 
PM Staff Dan Weiler 
PM Staff James Fragomeni 
PM Staff Neil Kiernan 
Advisory PM Brandon Burns 
 
As the Play Master Staff are Game       
Staff Personnel, they are members of      
the Safety Response Team. 
 
*Remove any weapons that are     
deemed unsafe until re-approved by     
the appropriate marshal. 
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PM2 Leigh * Order unsafe members to be  

removed from combat for a specified      
duration. 
 
*Request the Bouncer staff to remove      
someone from the field for safety      
reasons. 
 
*Make rulings to avoid unsafe     
situations. 
 
*Not be overruled by any other      
authority in KGE for making any      
determination in regard to safety     
except the Safety Director, or a      
BOD Member. 
 
*Anyone who disobeys a Safety     
Response Team member regarding    
safety issues will be subject to      
removal from the field for the rest of        
the event, forfeiture of XP earned for       
that event and be subject to a       
Judicial Review. 
 
Please obey requests made by any      
member of the Safety Response Team      
in regards to safety issues. 
 
If you have any questions regarding      
the Safety Response Team, please     
seek out a Member of the Board of        

Notes from the Play Master: 
 
There were a few reports of excessive       
force last event. Please, watch your      
swings, gauge for the weather     
conditions and your opponents. If a      
player informs you that your swings      
are too hard, accept the critique and       
adjust appropriately. It is up to the       
recipient as to what is or is not        
acceptable force, NOT the attacker;  
 
Just as each of us keep tally of how         
much damage we take. If you feel       
that someone is striking too hard or       
appears to be ignoring/not accepting     
damage, inform the staff at your      
earliest convenience.  
 
Rhino-hiding” is cheating, don’t do     
it! Repeatedly striking with    
unnecessary force is akin to battery      
and should be avoided. Violations     
will not be tolerated. 
 
While Kanar is known in LARP      
circles as a heavier hitting style, we       
do not have a “too light” rule. We are         
not a full-contact combat simulation;     
we are “positive physical contact”.     
Remember that dangerous or    

allowed. 
 
“The object is to merely make contact       
with any legal target; shots need not       
bruise your opponent. 
 
Illegal targets are hands, neck, head      
and groin. No damage is received      
when attacks land in these areas. If       
complaints are made of a character      
delivering multiple shots to illegal     
targets, the marshalling staff will     
talk to that player. 
 
Shots in Kanar are never deemed too       
light. 
 
All attacks that are felt should be       
taken. If you have a problem with       
how light or how hard a player is        
swinging, take all damage and talk to       
them, or a marshal, after the fight. 
 
“There is no combat within 10 feet of        
a fire pit at Kanar, and there is also         
no combat within 5 feet of a ballista,        
catapult, or trebuchet. If a combat      
ensues within this radius, a hold      
must be called to move the fight to a         
safe distance. The same rules apply      
to structures that are not approved      
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Directors or the Safety Director. unwanted physical contact is never  for safe combat.” 
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For example, if combat ensues in      
Claddagh near the firepit (especially     
near the shed), the fight must be       
moved to a safer location. 
 
"Non-combatants may not be within     
10’ of combat." 
If you are a non-combatant, do      
NOT get within 10' of combat. 
 
"If an attack comes from a character       
within 5’, or a spell packet / ranged        
attack comes within 5’ of a noncom,       
they are rendered unconscious." 
 
Do not swing/ stab/ strike/ shoot/      
throw within 5' of a non-combatant.      
If you wish to "attack" a      
non-combatant raise "weapon in the     
direction of the non-com and say, “I       
attack you,” at which point the      
non-com will be reduced to 0 body       
points and be rendered unconscious.     
Non-combatants are not to be hit." 
 
As it has been deemed that a spell        
coming in contact with "direct     
possessions" (ie weapon/ shield/    
clothing) of a character causes the      
character to take the effect of the       
spell, this stands to reason that if a  

character must remain at least 10      
feet away from the caster that is       
using Word of Protection (for     
example), that the opposing    
character's melee weapons must also     
follow this guideline, as the melee      
weapon is an extension of the      
character in regards to spells.     
Players should NOT be    
swinging/striking/stabbing melee  
weapons into a radius that their      
character may not enter. This does      
not impact ranged spells/attacks. 
 
Winter Feast will be held February      
6th at Cobblestone Farm 
2781 Packard Rd, Ann Arbor, MI      
48108 
 
Any updates on one-day events or      
Winter Feast information will be     
available through the Kanar    
Facebook page. Please have a safe      
and enjoyable season and we hope to       
see everyone again in March! 
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